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Free Open Beta of Carbon 
Scatter for 3ds Max Released

Beaverton, Oregon e-on software, the leader in 
Digital Nature solutions today announced the im-
mediate availability of a free Open Beta of Carbon 
Scatter, the company’s instancing plugin for the 
mental ray™ and V-Ray™ renderers for 3DS Max.

Carbon Scatter is the most simple and straightfor-
ward solution for creating complex and detailed 
populations using the native instancing technolo-
gies of 3ds Max, Maya, Softimage, Cinema 4D 
or LightWave*. Carbon Scatter integrates e-on’s 
patented EcoSystem™ algorithms directly inside 
the end user’s favorite 3D application, allowing 
the population of native scenes with millions of in-
stances and rendering them with the user’s ren-
derer of choice. Visit - www.e-onsoftware.com

High-end stock 3D characters 
now feature facial animation

Rocketbox Libraries’ latest release now provides de-
velopers and studios with an easier implementation of 
AAA quality characters into their products. Rocketbox 
Studios GmbH, specialized in 3D characters and ani-
mations, has just released Complete Characters HD 
- this 3D model library is a collection of highly realistic 
animated human characters. A key feature of these 
new generation character models is their facial bone 
rig, making them much more lifelike and believable 
than competing stock models on the market. A wide 
collection of facial expressions including emotions and 
phonemes for lip-synced speech are already included.

All characters are pre-rigged, ready to use, and avail-
able for integration. The libraries can save companies 
lots of time, effort and money. Visit www.rocketbox-
libraries.com for more details.
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Stop Staring: Facial Modeling and Animation Done Right, 3rd Edi-
tion - If you want to do character facial modeling and animation at the 
high levels achieved in today’s films and games, Stop Staring: Facial 
Modeling and Animation Done Right, Third Edition, is for you. While thor-
oughly covering the basics such as squash and stretch, lip syncs, and 
much more, this new edition has been thoroughly updated to capture 
the very newest professional design techniques, as well as changes in 
software, including using Python to automate tasks. ISBN: 978-0-470-
60990-3

Eat 3D The Dozer: Part 1  - In this DVD, Instructor Laurens Corijn dem-
onstrates how to model and render an entire high poly military dozer 
from scratch. Laurens explains many hard surface modeling techniques 
that will help you create complex shapes without pinching artifacts when 
smoothing. Next you will learn how to add a few simple materials and 
then render out different element passes using Mental Ray. Finally all 
the render passes are taken into Photoshop where Laurens shows a few 
interesting tricks on how to composite them and get a final image for your 
portfolio. 

http://www.e-onsoftware.com/about/?page=PRIndex&date=October%206,%202010
http://www.sybex.com/WileyCDA/SybexTitle/Stop-Staring-Facial-Modeling-and-Animation-Done-Right-3rd-Edition.productCd-0470609907,navId-290542.html
http://www.eat3d.com/dozer_part1


http://www.pixologic.com/zbrush/features/zbrush4/overview/index.php?utm_source=CGArena&utm_medium=Banner&utm_campaign=CGA%3AZBrush4


I’m Dom Davenport, the CEO and founder of Computer Graphics academy Escape Studios. The reason I 
set up Escape Studios was to bridge the gap between what universities were teaching students and what 
the industry required from graduates. I had my own personal experience of the difficulties many face break-
ing into the industry and wanted to create a place where artists could get focused vocational training in 
the specific practical skills needed to work in CG. Today we’re Europe’s leading provider of 3D animation 
courses and services but our vision from day one hasn’t changed. 

Q. How does Escape Studios differ from other long standing training institutes? 

I can’t speak for other VFX academies but we’re here because our students and industry partners have 
asked us. We’re a leading 3D school, technology provider and recruitment agency all rolled into one. We 
don’t just give our students training in the technology; we give them the training and skills needed to get 
a job. We’ve an advisory board that includes some of the biggest names in the industry, from The Mill and 
Sony Computer Entertainment to Pixar and Aardman.  These industry ties help us keep abreast of the latest 
technologies and ensure our training addresses employers’ needs – an area that’s sometimes overlooked 
in others areas of education and training. 

Escape Studios

Q.  Please introduce yourself and tell us the main ob-
jective of starting Escape Studios?

85% of the people 
who take our VFX 
and compositing 
courses get jobs 
within 12 months 
after graduating
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Everyone who takes an Escape Studios classroom course gets one-on-one recruitment and careers advice 
- that’s why some of our escapees go on to get jobs at companies like Sony, MPC, The Mill and Double 
Negative. For those who want to balance work and educational commitments, we also offer online men-
tored courses, which combine the convenience and flexibility of distance learning with the rigor of our world 
famous classroom courses.  

Q.  What’s the selection criteria for the enrollment of the students? If any student doesn’t have any 
knowledge of this field or doesn’t have any god-gifted creativity then can he/she still make a career 
in this field?

You don’t need any experience to train with us. All you need is a basic understanding of computers and a 
passion for computer graphics.

Q.  Please tell us about your self directed courses?

Our online self-directed courses offer in-depth 3D animation tutorials and provide a flexible way to teach 
yourself CG at a time and place that’s convenient to you. We’ve a range of self-directed courses and they 
are great for students who can’t attend our academy or for those who are already in employment and need 
to learn while they work. You can find more information on our self directed courses here.

http://www.escapestudios.co.uk/self-directed-3D-courses-and-tutorials/


Escape Studios
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Q.  Do Tell us about your Mentored 
Online courses. Do you help these 
students in placements?

Our Mentored Online Courses al-
low you to learn the same curriculum 
as our classroom courses with the 
support of one of our expert tutors. 
There’s also the chance to interact 
with other students by sharing ideas 
and getting feedback when you need 
it. Those students who take one of 
our mentored courses get the same 
help in getting a job as our classroom 
students do. We have a dedicated 
recruitment team who work to place 
as many of our students in jobs as 
possible and this is reflected in our 
employment statistics. 85% of the 
people who take our VFX and com-
positing courses get CG jobs within 
12 months after graduating. Those 
sorts of statistics speak for them-
selves in just how valuable good 
training and close industry ties can 
be. 

Q.  Which pieces of software do 
your courses cover? 

Our classroom and online courses 
cover all the main software that’s re-
quired in the industry - Maya, Photo-
shop, RenderMan, PF Track, Nuke, 
Shake, ZBrush, HDR Shop, 3D Equalizer are just a few of the packages that we teach aspiring CG artists.

Q.  What’s the most common problem you see in the demo reels/portfolio of the students?

The biggest problem we see in show reels is that they are often not specialised or focused on one particular 
area to really stand out. If you want to work in the gaming industry then this should be reflected in your work. 



Escape Studios
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An example of a fantastic show reel is the work of Adam Droy, who won our CG Whiz competition last year. 
For us, his attention to detail, creativity and technical flair really stood out from the crowd. You can view his 
show reel here

Q.  How many faculties do Escape 
Studios have and are all of them in-
dustry professionals?

Our UK headquarters are in Shepherds 
Bush, London, and we’re soon to be 
opening new academies elsewhere in 
the world. Our tutors have worked for 
at least 10 years for the leading CG 
houses in the industry. The likes of Lee 
Danskin, Alex Williams, Simon Fen-
ton, Mike Merron, Mark Pinheiro, Mark 
Spevick and Daniel Shutt to name a 
few, are all seasoned industry profes-
sionals and you can read more about 
them here.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dhi5NHO3WSA
http://www.escapestudios.co.uk/3d-artist-tutors/
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Q.  Are you planning to start a digital/matte painting course in Escape Studios or will strengthen 
only the 3D curriculum?

We plan to strengthen both our 3D and 2D curriculums with new courses. We have some exciting plans for 
new courses, but we can’t quite divulge them. Stay tuned as they will be announced soon.

Q.  Is there anything you’d like to add? 

We just launched our CG Whiz 2010 competition, where we uncover the future stars of the CG Industry. 
Open to anyone interested in computer graphics (professionals in CG aren’t eligible), the competition is 
perfect if you’re looking to break into the Visual Effects industry. We have over $25,000 worth prizes to give 
out and a unique opportunity to work at The Mill.

Students, graduates and hobbyists of all countries and disciplines are invited to enter the competition. You 
can find out more information on our blog. 

Web: www.escapestudios.co.uk
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http://www.escapestudios.co.uk/blog/
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Software:

Gimp, Mypaint

by David Revoy, France

2D
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I created this personal artwork in September with the following text: “Enough food is produced in the world 
today to feed everyone, but it’s not the case... That’s the best way to see the total failure of our actual 
human societies. This is what I tried to represent in this picture. You can help with signing this free online 
petition www.1billionhungry.org to express your support against world hunger. Done with Mypaint and 
Gimp on Linux”.

A large movement was created around this artwork with thousands of blog and social websites sharing 
this visual message. A lot more never expected from an artwork. 

That’s why I propose you to discover the making of behind “Yin Yang of a world hunger.”

TRADITIONAL

The idea of this artwork was born in the metro of my city. When I was back in my home studio, I speedily 
sketched on a ‘post-it’ yellow paper and glue it on my desk. It often happens to me to have an unusual idea 
and leave it on the corner of my drawing table to see if it’s not a whim of the moment. 

Day after days, this little post-it bad sketched idea watched me working with always the same intensity. So 
I decided to do a digital painting of it, even if it’s not really adapted to my ‘Fantasy’ portfolio. 
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by David Revoy, France

First step was to do a larger and better version of my 
original sketch. (The original post-it sketch was thrown 
to garbage just after finished the cleaned one, too bad 
for the making of). The above photo created today while 
writing is a reconstitution of the tools used.

The paper used is an A4 page for printer.  I used on this 
one a hard pencil as H, a black liner pen 0.1 and a black 
marker to fill some area. I used the eraser to brighten 
some part darkened by the pencil. 
 
I scanned it with Xsane on my canon Mp560 multifunc-
tion printer at around 150 dpi. I didn’t look for grabbing 
a hi-resolution version of the picture, but I wanted to use 
it as a guideline. 150dpi is really fast too and make the 
transition from the drawing table to the computer less 
painful in my opinion. 

The scan is cleaned and cropped with the tools of my picture viewer Gthumb. When the acquisition work is 
finished, I can open it in my main program: Gimp to start to prepare it for digital painting. 

GIMP - PAINTER PREPARATION

Before starting the digital painting process, I like to prepare my artwork with few tricks to make it easier to 
paint on. Cross 
hatching lines of 
my sketch, hard 
outlines and high 
black and white 
contrast are un-
wanted effect 
of the scanned 
picture, and to 
break it I apply 
this solution:
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From the picture on the previous page (a reconstitution I did):

1. The scanned sketch. 

2. I duplicate the sketch 3 times to obtain 3 layers. On the top one I apply a big Blur effect (with a large ra-
dius) Filters > Blur > Gaussian Blur. On middle layer with a less and large radius. The first one a radius just 
too softly blurs the lines. 

3. I change the layer blending mode (on the layer windows) to ‘Multiply’; the result become too dark, and to 
avoid it I reduce the opacity of some layers. 

4. I flat the result Image > Flatten Image and I shade the overall with an airbrush in multiply blending mode.  

Now the picture is ready. 

Here is a step I kept from a backup drive of the prepara-
tion step of my illustration. I also used a brush ‘Sparkle’ to 
overlay a little texture. The sparkle brush is from my brush 
kit ‘Chaos & Evolution’ for Gimp-painter. To finish my prep-
aration, I scale the result to a better size to work details: 
around 1800x2400px.

 

by David Revoy, France

Issue 5 Oct - Nov 2010
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by David Revoy, France

DIGITAL PAINTING WITH MYPAINT

When my preparations are over, I open the picture in Mypaint (I use flat PNG to communicate between the 
two applications most of the time). I prefer to paint in this painting program for many reasons, the most evi-
dents are about the fast 2D engine, and the good ergonomic.   

On the picture under : 

5. A simple ‘GTK wheel’ and fast color selector (a more complex with advanced feature is also available) 
but I like this one a lot since we can use it in ALL other open source programs I know. (ex: If you develop a 
strong color selection ability with this one, you will be able to use your abilities everywhere on Linux after).

6. The icons of the brush selection, here it’s my Brush Kit V3 for mypaint (installed by default with many 
others strong brush kit ) as it’s a recent “reconstitution screenshot”, some tools of the future V4 can be seen 
(still in experimentation ). 

7.  Working with an illustration condensed into a circle is easier with a program able to rotate the workspace. 
With Mypaint , you can assign 2 keyboard shortcut for rotate left/right or use Ctrl+Space to rotate depending 
of your stylus position.

8. The right-click in Mypaint propose a little pop-up menu next to the pointer with a 5 block of color history. 
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This is easy to call from the stylus pen button. On a grey scale work it’s make an easy palette to select last 
greys used as well as pure black or white. 

With Mypaint I finish a black and white version of my illustration. I take care of the modeling, the shading and 
refining the drawing of each shape.

RECOLORING IN GIMP - PAINTER

I re-import my artwork in Gimp-painter, and I crop the artwork to the good size (My paint infinite canvas 
compute sometimes extra-borders at saving , it’s a well know side effect of the ‘infinite painting workspace’ 
features for Mypaint users). In gimp-painter I create a layer above my grayscale artwork with the ‘color’ 
blending mode, and I start to paint on it the color I want to add to my artworks.

With the same process I work on deeper shadows on a multiply layer, and highlights or effect with an overlay 
layer. This is fast and efficient. 

When I’m happy with the result I flatten the picture and continue to paint with the ‘mix brush’ of gimp-painter 
to correct the details. 

by David Revoy, France

Issue 5 Oct - Nov 2010
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by David Revoy, France

RETOUCH IN GIMP PAINTER

I always finish an illustration with a bit of image manipulation to enhance my effects and rendering. 

I often sharpen (Filter > Enhance > Sharpen) my picture to reveal the painting strokes a bit more. I also in 
this case overlay a texture (here on the background, a texture in grey level on a layer in ‘overlay’ mode) 
and I play with the ‘balance of color’ and the ‘contrast’ of the picture. (In the ‘color’ menu).

I usually have more than one result with these manipulation experimentations. (Here under 4 results 
thumbnails ). At this stage I like to let those result ‘sleep’ on my hard drive for a night or few days. Few 
days after, when my eyes “refreshed”, it’s easier to do a choice, and it’s often evident. I will choose the last 
one: even if the contrast burn a bit the black and overexpose the white, I like the effect of dramatic light. 

That’s how end this making of. 

Nothing revolutionary in terms of workflow aside the fact I use only Free/Libre/Open Source Software on 
a Linux System. 

This artwork was not meant to be a technical demo in the result, and as you saw In this article; all the step 
from A to Z were easy and totally controlled in a minimal of execution time. 

I hope this article will inspire you a bit or give you ideas of a workflow to produce your own artworks.  
Thanks for reading!

Website: www.davidrevoy.com
Email: davidrevoy@gmail.com
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Software:

Maya, ZBrush

by Hemant Dangare, India

3D

I grew up in a simple family that was very devoutly religious. Ganesha was our main deity. Being an Indian I 
always knew that every religious function, festive celebration or holy or new endeavor began with the invo-
cation of Ganesha, the god with the face of an elephant. So it is, as I now feel, a very obvious progression 
for me that further in my life when I grew up to become a CG modeler, my first choice would be to model 
him. One can see it as my humble offering to the divine power.

When I finally summed up enough courage to begin this gigantic work, I decided that I wanted to create a de-
tailed statue of lord Ganesha, 
which would simultaneously 
also evoke his divinity. I want-
ed to sculpt him and bring him 
out the way I grew up seeing 
him in my mind, which made 
the effort much more difficult. 
But as they say “if you think 
you can, you can” …so began 
the journey.

Before I started to model, I 
went through lots of refer-
ence images of Ganesha idol. 
After having studied them, I 
did some basic doodling and 
finally came up with what I 
have modeled. 

The entire model was pri-
marily done in Maya. My life 
would have been easier if 
had I been using ZBrush for 
all the intricate detailing of 
the accessories, but I always 
wanted to enjoy the challenge 
of working with Maya.

I took a cube and started to 
roughly block out the shape 
of the body.

Making of Ganesha 
- God of Wisdom
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by Hemant Dangare, India

After I got the basic T pose shape, I fixed 
the second set of arms from the back of the 
shoulder in a way that it wouldn’t look dispro-
portionate.

After blocking the body, I focused on the head and 
gradually brought it to shape and look that I had 
visualized. 

When I was happy with the blocking, I did a basic rigging and posed Ganesha in this happy dancing pose. 
To get the hands posing correct, I took a cylinder and treated it as a flute and posed the fingers to hold it.

Making of Ganesha
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by Hemant Dangare, India

Making of Ganesha

After this, I started blocking 
the accessories. The acces-
sories were the most com-
plicated of them all. I wanted 
to make them look perfect 
aesthetically.
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by Hemant Dangare, India

Making of Ganesha

I concentrated on all the intricate details of the crown, 
rings, the weapons, the bangle, and the nose embel-
lishments etc,
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by Hemant Dangare, India

Making of Ganesha
Later with the help of lattice I fixed the accessories on the statue.

After finishing all the modeling stuff in Maya, I finally took the 
entire mesh in ZBrush.

I tried to achieve a sense of rhythm and balance in the pose 
through transpose master, which I thought was lacking in the 
posing done in Maya and  also in adding volume to the body.
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by Hemant Dangare, India

Making of Ganesha
I also did some modeling changes in terms of detailing the draperies & snake. 
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by Hemant Dangare, India

Making of Ganesha
Once I was happy with the model, I started experi-
menting with different materials in ZBrush to see 
which one was going best with the statue.

Finally I zeroed down to the 
earthly looking metacap. I 
choose that one because I felt, 
that it was adding up to its calm 
and subtle look. I brought it back 
into Maya, and started making a 
shader, which would resemble 
the one I choose in ZBrush.

The reason for doing the shader 
in Maya was that, in ZBrush, I 
was not getting much control 
over the lighting. For me, con-
trolling the lights was much eas-
ier in Maya.
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by Hemant Dangare, India

Making of Ganesha
Simultaneously I was working on the lights. It was just 
basic 3 point lighting. 

After doing some tweaks in Maya and Photoshop, I finally achieved the 
look that I was aiming for. 

Now was the turn of compositing in Photoshop. I painted different kinds 
of backgrounds to see which would go best with the model.
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by Hemant Dangare, India

Making of Ganesha

Then to bring out the spiritual feel, I added the San-
skrit verses in the background.

To finish it up and finally to portray the divinity of my 
benign lord I added the rays.

So this is the short description of my month’s long 
story of the making of Ganesha-the lord of Wisdom. I 
am grateful to CGArena for honoring me by featuring 
my work. I hope that “my making” write-up will help 
the readers and my fellow artiste friends to under-
stand my efforts better and they will guide me with 
their precious suggestions further on. 

Before I end, I would want to thank my family and a few of my friends namely Antara Bakshi and Sanchari 
Bakshi for helping me throughout in the making of Ganesha. Thanks.

Email: hemant4m@gmail.com
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Software:

3ds Max, Vray

by  Farrokh Tabande, Iran

3D

Hello everyone, Here I want to explain how I made the 
interior shot of this beautiful Iranian mosque. Please re-
member this is not the best or the fastest way to make It, 
It’s just the way I made It!

This is a 200 years old mosque that is located in my home 
town (Shiraz) and I had the ability to go there and collect 
any data for modeling and texturing process. So I started 
to take the pictures and collect all the data that could help 
me during the modeling and texturing process.

I started to read a book about Iranian architectural geom-
etry to understand every aspect of the shapes; it was so 
helpful for me! Then I measured all the dimensions of this 
building.

MODELING PROCESS

First of all done the modeling of the stone columns using   
loft with 2 shapes and the scale parameter of loft. After 
that I used a helix to model the twists of the columns. For 
the lower details I used an spline and added a lathe modi-
fier. Upper detailing is completely done through texture.

There are some lines in the ceiling that holds the 
weight of the domes (they are called “kar Bandy” in 
the Iranian architecture)

Making of 
Nasir al Molk Mosque
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by  Farrokh Tabande, Iran

I used a spline and array around the center of the domes to create them (they were renderable splines so I 
didn’t have to define UV’s for them).

It was surprising for me that they were so precise in 3D world that I could trim them!

For modeling all 3 types of windows I used an 2D Autocad ELEVATION and extrude it (thanks to my dear 
friend “Hamid Afsharian “ that did the cad drawing for me)

UV PROCESS

After the modeling I started to unwrap the geometries. In some cases I used the pelt tool and after that I used 
the relax tool to make UV’s similar to the original polygons. After that I render them to texture and use in the 
Photoshop.

TEXTURING PROCESS

As I said: for the texturing I used the photographs but there was too many reflections on the ceramic parts 

Making of Nasir al Molk Mosque
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by  Farrokh Tabande, Iran

and also there wasn’t a good lighting condition in the existing mosque and all of the images were very noisy 
due to high ISO value of the photographs! So I started to paint all the textures with my tablet and I also paint 
the reflection layer for them. 

After that I made the normal bumps (using software Crazy Bump).

Making of Nasir al Molk Mosque
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by  Farrokh Tabande, Iran

Some Test Renders: 

Making of Nasir al Molk Mosque



LIGHTING

Lighting is very simple and I used the direc-
tional light for sunlight and vray sky light with 
a white plane (as ground) that would reflect 
the skylight.

RENDERING

Nothing so special here, I used the reinhard 
for color mapping

GI, IR & light cache. 

I turned on some render elements for post 
production (render ID - reflection - refraction 
- lighting - shadows - sample rate)

www.cgarena.com Page 33  
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by  Farrokh Tabande, Iran

Making of Nasir al Molk Mosque
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by  Farrokh Tabande, Iran

This making doesn’t ends here still there is something to share:

I had some problems with colors in my render, so I started to paint the window glasses based on their original 
color in existing mosque and it made the color and lighting more real!

This is a simple thing but it shows that the architects of this mosque had a deep understanding about some-
thing that we call “White Balance” nowadays!

POST - PRODUCTION

For the post production I used the Photoshop again and I used: color balance - Level - hue saturation

To create lens flares I tested many plug-ins but they didn’t work as I wanted, so I decided to make them my 
own. I used the “vray lighting” render element and deleted the black pixels and give It a motion blur filter and 
radial blur filter and for the color blending of this layer I used the liner dodge. 

To paint some dirt on the bricks I used the “sample rate” render element and turn it into black and white and 
paint out the unnecessary parts with a custom brush

Making of Nasir al Molk Mosque
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by  Farrokh Tabande, Iran

I also painted some textures on the stone columns.

To make a border for the window glasses I used the “vray refraction” and select black pixels and inverse the 
selection (ctrl+shift+i) and expand the selection to 1 pixel

Making of Nasir al Molk Mosque



Email: f_tabande@yahoo.com

I hope u like this making and please feel free 
to contact me if you have any queries or sug-
gestions.



http://www.topogun.com
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Software:

Photoshop

by Fernando Ferreiro, Spain

2D
This is a picture made only for fun 
and without references, using only 
my imagination, except in the flag 
on the jacket. I have a classical 
training and my way of working with 
digital tools is very simple, because 
I always try to paint with Photoshop 
as I did with pencils or brushes on 
paper or canvas. Maybe my skills 
are not the much orthodox, even 
when I paint in traditional way, be-
cause I´m very instinctive and fast, 
with not spectacular technical re-
sources, but for me it works.

Usually, I draw a first draft in a 
paper with a pencil, in traditional 
way. Then, I scan the sketch and I 

end the painting in Photoshop. In this case, 
the first sketch was made directly in a new 
white Photoshop document, of course, in a 
layer over the main surface. For this, I used 
a standard brush number 5, colour black, 
hard shape, 20% opacity. This layer with the 
sketch was the main guide in the rest of the 
process; decreasing its opacity I can paint 
with the reference of the traces in indepen-
dent layers underneath.

For to determine the different surfaces of the 
composition, first I create layers with those 
parts painted only with plain colours. Locking 
the opacity of those layers, I will paint the de-
tails of each part using the layer as an inde-
pendent canvas. Now is the moment to paint 
the environment, using only spots of greens 
and browns with big airbrush brushes, and 
smaller brushes for the “bugs” that flutter in 
the air, obtaining easily a realistic effect of 
blur in second plain. 
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by Fernando Ferreiro, Spain

The next step is to start to paint the details of the 
face, using a darker tone of colour for to define 
the features and wrinkles. Here, I use to change 
a lot of times the size of the brushes and its opac-
ity. Once finished this process, I mark the deepest 
shadows with a darker brown and I define better 
the volumes.

For the little hairs over the face, I used a very 
thin standard brush (nº3, 100% opacity) in a 
separate layer and using different tones de-
pending on the light or the part of the face. 
The next step is to add some pink flush on 
the cheeks and the white shines of the skin. 

At this moment, is very important for me to 
create a new layer for the effect light, be-
cause if I painted this white shines on an in-
dependent layer, I can fix mistakes without 
affecting the layer that contains the face. 
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Once finished all the face, I´d manipulate the colour variations 
to increase the shadows and reds.

The dirty look of the hat was made using a standard bush with 
a very low opacity. The circles in the spots are simply new 
traces over traces. Then, I painted darker shadows on the 
hat for to define the volume and in the jacket shoulder, using 
big airbrush brushes with a 10% of opacity. The dirty spots in 
the jacket were made with predefined brushes that represent 
spatters and using brown colours with low opacity.
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by Fernando Ferreiro, Spain

Finally, I painted the rebel flag in a layer apart, 
trying to follow the volumes of the jacket and 
using the same tools to obtain the dirty look.

Web: www.fferreiro.es
Email: ferferreiro@gmail.com

Portfolio: ferrick.cgarena.com

http://ferrick.cgarena.com


 Please consider the environment before printing this magazine. 
Save Paper. 100% Environment Respect.



http://www.maacindia.com
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ZBrush

by  Calum Andrews, UK

3D

This was my creation process of making ‘The Ubri’ image with Zbrush4. To understand this making of prop-
erly please follow the A,B,C etc in the images and explanation given in the text.

Open ZBrush and go to the tool palette (A). Select the Sphere 3d (B) and draw it onto the canvas (C).

Click Edit mode (A), then 
press make Polymesh 3d 
in the tool palette (B). Se-
lect the move brush from 
the brushes palette (C).

Making of The Ubri
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by  Calum Andrews, UK

Turn on symmetry on the x axis as shown (A). Next use the move brush over the Polymesh 3d sphere and 
you will see your cursor indicators (B) show where your mouse is active on the object. Pull the mesh around 
to start forming the basic head shape.

You can change the radius of the amount of mesh by pulling or pushing or by changing the draw size (C).

Once you have the forms laid out roughly as you 
want, you can start to add more mass to the struc-
ture. Go to the Geometry tab and hit the divide but-
ton once (A)  to add more geometry to work with. 
This will times your models polycount by 4. Select 
the clay brush from the Brushes tab and use it to 
build some flesh to your structure (B). If you press 
the Alt button while you draw it will Invert your 
stroke. So instead of building on top of the model 
it will build into/below the surface. This can help 
you make the raised parts and sunken parts quite 
easily and quickly. Also use the smooth brush by 
pressing shift which will activate it to draw smooth-
ing over areas you want to smooth out.
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by  Calum Andrews, UK

You can see the result of using the 
clay brush (A).You can change the 
intensity of a brush stroke by chang-
ing the value in the tab or using 
the slider (B).This will change how 
much above or below your mesh 
surface the brush will deform with 
each stroke.

Zadd will push out and Zsub will 
push into your mesh. Continue to 
build up the features using the clay 
and smooth brushes. Change the 
draw size to do larger or smaller 
strokes (C).

Again divide your model from the geometry tab/divide. Continue to build the forms with the Clay brush and 
smooth brush, also you can use the move brush to push the forms around at any point (A).You will get more 
control with each time as Divide is used but its best to build up from below. Keep using this method until your 
model reaches approx 1-2 million polys (B) .You will need so many polys for the next steps.

Making of The Ubri
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by  Calum Andrews, UK

To create the face armour /decor you need to paint a mask of the design on your high poly model. Hold down 
the Ctrl button on your keypad (activates masking) and draw directly on your mesh holding the left mouse 
button (A). Draw the shape which you would like to make (B) into a separate mesh(C). 

Once you have the shape you want go to the Subtool pallette and at the bottom you will see the ‘Extract’ but-
ton and the ‘Thick slider’. Pressing the extract button will create a new subtool (C) from your mask, set with 
the Thickness decided on the Thick slider (B). If you have pressed the Extract and the Subtool is too thick 
or thin adjust the slider and try again after selecting the new subtool and deleting it from the subtool tab (D). 
The mask will remain until you clear it so you can try a few times to find the depth you want.

Now we have the new mesh created from the mask and we need to go to the subtool palette and select the 
new extracted subtool and select it by clicking on its text. When creating a new subtool ZBrush applies a 
mask to this new subtool which we need to remove. Simply go to the Masks/the clear mask. Now we can 
position the new mesh better to fit the model. Go to the Deformations tab and increase the new subtools 
size with the size slider (A).You can see the result (B).You can go back to the main head base and add more 
subtools by repeating this process. Remember to clear your first masks or will create duplicates. You can 
also move your subtools by using the move brushes in the brushes tab or by using the transpose actions.
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by  Calum Andrews, UK

For this tutorial I simply used the deformations tab.

Next I used some rings 3d to link the straps together. In the subtool palette you can press the append button 
(A) to bring up any preloaded tools for adding to your model/scene. Select the ring 3d and it will add it to you 
scene. You will need to use the move button(C) to activate the transpose line (D) and then you will be able 
to reposition the ring. To use the transpose Line, draw a line over the mesh you want to move making sure 
it is selected in the subtool palette. An orange line 
with 3 circles will be drawn onto your mesh(D). 
You need to place your cursor into the middle cir-
cle of the transpose line you just drew out to be 
able to drag the tool around the canvas. By doing 
this and selecting off the model you can rotate the 
main mesh and drag the subtool into the exact lo-
cation. Selecting away from the transpose line on 
the canvas will let you rotate the main model with 
left mouse button pressed. The transpose line can 
be used to rotate and scale by selecting the but-
tons next to the move button. If you want to rotate 
an object to fit, simply click rotate/then drag any of 
the transpose lines circles to rotate on any axis. 
Each circle will give you different axis movements.

Making of The Ubri
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by  Calum Andrews, UK

With all of the subtools hidden as 
explained in previous image, we 
will again go to ‘append’ in the 
‘subtool palette’ and this time se-
lect the ‘Zsphere tool’ and it will 
add to the scene. Position the 
Zsphere by selecting the move 
button (B) and dragging it into the 
centre of the head (A). Scale it up 
or down so it’s just visible from 
the sides of the head...With sym-
metry turned on, and draws out a 
secondary zsphere to make the 
tentacles base. You can add more 
zsphere on top of each other to 
make longer tentacles. To remove 
zspheres, while in edit and draw 
modes hold Alt and click the last sphere to delete it. You can use the move button to reposition the tentacles 
(B).Once you have your shape you can go to adaptive skin tab (E) and get a preview of this new mesh. If 
your happy with it go to make polymesh3d button and press it to make a polymesh of your new tentacle 
mesh. This new mesh will be the only thing on the canvas now. Go to your tool palette and reselect your 
main mesh. Go to subtools and delete your zsphere subtool that you have just created. Go to  the append 
and select the new polymesh version of your tentacle mesh and it will place itself back into the correct loca-
tion in your main head mesh (D).

Next I used the masking and extraction 
methods (A+B) to make a strap to hide the 
joints in the 2 meshes.

At this point I hide all of the subtools and 
used some alphas to draw some details 
onto the models surface.

Alphas are grey scale maps of details that 
can transfer in your mesh as height or 
depth by taking values in black or white as 
height or depth information (A).You can use 
the dots or drag rect (B) stroke and an al-
pha (A) to draw the black and white image 
details on your models surface. You can 
change the intensity (C) of the strokes and 
choose to add or push in to your model (D).
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by  Calum Andrews, UK

This step requires the user to understand the lightbox feature in ZBrush4.

Open lightbox by clicking the lightbox but-
ton (A). Then select ‘textures’ and Lightbox 
will open your pre installed textures folder. 
Double click an image to appear on your 
canvas (B). You can reposition your tex-
ture over the model by dragging with the 
cursor in the centre circle (C). You can ro-
tate and scale the texture by pressing the 
buttons indicated (E). Once you have the 
texture in the location you want press Z 
on your keypad to activate drawing. Make 
sure only RGB is on and zadd/zsub but-
tons are turned off as we only want colour 
information not depth. You can choose the 
RGB intensity and then paint over the tex-
ture to transfer it onto the model beneath. 

Making of The Ubri
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by  Calum Andrews, UK

You have to paint on each subtool separately as only 1 can be active at a time. So simply select each one 
at a time to paint using this method (A). (You should also do this for alpha detailing).

Shows the mesh partly painted and the subtools brought back into view. I also used the mesh extract feature 
on the tentacle mesh to add some decor to the tentacles.

Issue 5 Oct - Nov 2010
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Making a quick eye with your own eye texture. Select a polysphere and divide it in the geometry tab a few 
times (A). Open lightbox and position the eye texture over the sphere. Paint the image directly on the sphere 
(B) and then append the eye into the head of the main head base mesh. Use the transpose feature to posi-
tion the eye into place. Repeat process for 2nd eye.

Here the eye balls have been added to the mesh, the subtools and texture have been completed. I had a 
pre made torso which I simply appended to the model. I then rendered it in ZBrush and exported the image 
to Photoshop for some colour changes and some minor post work to complete the image.

I hope the breakdown is of some value to someone else 
as I only leant by being helped by others and reading 
tutorials. Hope you will do the same. Best of Luck.

Making of The Ubri

Web: www.calum5.com
Email: calum.andrews@btopenworld.com
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How to send in your images.. .
We showcase the cream of reader images in magazine and on website gallery. 

Here’s how to get yours noticed
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Follow this link http://www.cgarena.com/submit.php

This is by far the quickest and easiest way to send your images to us.
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